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Abstract—Wireless backhaul links, already ubiquitous and
expanding further with 5G and beyond, are employed for many
critical functions, such as financial trading on Wall Street. In
this work, we demonstrate for the first time that such links are
acutely vulnerable to a new class of aerial metasurface attacks.
In particular, we show how an adversary Eve designs and
employs MetaFly to covertly manipulate the electromagnetic
wavefront of the signals and remotely eavesdrop on highly
directional backhaul links. Exploring the foundation of the at-
tack, we demonstrate Eve’s strategy for generating eavesdrop-
ping diffraction beams by inducing pre-defined phase profiles
at the aerial metasurface interface. We also show how Eve’s
flight navigation approach can dynamically shape radiation
patterns based on drone mobility via a wavefront-tailored flight
refinement principle. We prototype MetaFly and demonstrate
Eve’s lightweight, low-cost, transmissive, and power-free aerial
metasurface. We implement the attack and perform a suite of
over-the-air experiments in both a large indoor atrium and
outdoor rooftops in a large metropolitan area. The results
reveal that armed with MetaFly, Eve can intercept backhaul
transmissions with nearly zero bit error rate while maintaining
minimal impact on legitimate communication.

1. Introduction

Wireless backhaul links are ubiquitous, with the wire-
less backhaul equipment industry valued at more than $30
billion in 2021 and projected to reach $105 billion by 2031
with the advancement towards 5G and beyond [1]. Such
backhaul links are widely employed for many critical func-
tions, including financial trading on Wall Street [2], medical
record exchange in hospitals [3], and 5G base station inter-
connectivity [4], and can cover distances in the range of
kilometers [5]. Wireless backhaul antennas are generally
positioned in elevated regions such as towers and rooftops
and commonly exploit mmWave and sub-THz frequency
bands (30-300 GHz) with large bandwidths for high-date
rate and low-latency communication [6], [7].

Since wireless backhaul links employ highly directive
beams in hard-to-reach areas, they are assumed to be highly

secure, as even the interception of these “pencil-beams”
would seemingly disrupt or obstruct the transmission, ex-
posing any potential attacks. However, in this paper, we
show for the first time how a strong adversary, Eve, designs
and employs MetaFly to secretly manipulate backhaul trans-
mission at the fundamental electromagnetic (EM) wavefront
level and realizes remote eavesdropping without disruption
of legitimate links. We perform a theoretical and experi-
mental investigation of the attack and make the following
contributions.

First, we study the foundations of the attack and investi-
gate Eve’s aerial wavefront manipulation principles. Specif-
ically, we show how Eve leverages the publicly available
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) database [8]
to acquire necessary information about the targeted wire-
less backhaul link, e.g., its frequency bands and antenna
locations. She employs an off-the-shelf drone platform
and standard office supplies to develop MetaFly, designing
a transmissive on-drone metasurface that enables stealthy
backhaul transmission wavefront manipulation. Armed with
MetaFly, Eve remotely accesses the hard-to-reach backhaul
link and covertly induces an additional 3D diffractive eaves-
dropping link on-the-fly, steering it from the metasurface
towards her remote position, while letting the Alice-Bob
link pass through. We explore the fundamentals of aerial
metasurface-induced diffraction radiation patterns via the
analysis of generalized Snell’s law in 3D [9]. We show how
Eve imparts targeted phase discontinuities at sub-wavelength
scale resolution and generates over-the-air diffraction beams,
repurposing them for eavesdropping.

Second, we explore Eve’s design strategy in realizing
MetaFly and discuss her wavefront-tailored flight refinement
approach. In particular, she constructs artificial meta-atom
elements with controllable electromagnetic properties, ob-
taining capabilities beyond natural materials. She then strate-
gically arranges a group of unique meta-atoms to induce
distinct phase and amplitude profiles and generate eaves-
dropping diffraction radiation patterns. We demonstrate the
attack with a split ring resonator meta-atoms and perform
finite element multiphysics simulation analysis to study
the attacker’s capabilities. We show how Eve purposefully



designs the elements on mmWave and sub-THz transmissive
(and nearly transparent) substrates to facilitate the unob-
structed transmission of the legitimate link. Unlike tradi-
tional metasurfaces that are non-mobile and electronically
reconfigurable (e.g., metasurfaces incorporated into walls
with externally powered active elements [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]), Eve employs a non-electronically reconfigurable
metasurface so that it does not require a power source or
a bulky controller. Instead, Eve realizes a reconfigurable
EM response by controlling MetaFly’s motion. That is,
she constructs the aerial metasurface from passive meta-
atoms that derive their EM properties from geometrical
configurations, i.e., Eve can control phase shifts and am-
plitude transmissions of the impinging EM waves based
on the dimensions and orientations of the meta-atoms. She
then exploits MetaFly motion to dynamically modify the
spatial phase profile and thereby steer the eavesdropping
diffraction beam on-the-fly, refining MetaFly flight pattern in
the attack for improved eavesdropping SNR. As we fabricate
and demonstrate, the aerial metasurface weighs only several
grams and requires no power source, which is especially
convenient for the attacker using drones with limited battery
life and minimal payload-carrying capability. We also show
that Eve can fabricate such aerial metasurface in minutes
at the cost of several cents, employing only standard office
supplies, which brings the cost of the devastating attack to
a minimum.

Third, we implement the attack and perform a suite
of over-the-air experiments. For that, we set up a state-
of-the-art sub-THz communication testbed and establish a
130 GHz link between transmitter Alice and receiver Bob,
which resembles those now commercially available in D-
Band (110 − 175 GHz) spectrum [7], [15]. To begin, we
perform a set of controllable experiments in a large atrium to
explore the impact of multiple aerial factors such as the ef-
fect of MetaFly vibration, orientation offset, and placement
on Eve’s eavesdropping performance. The results reveal that
Eve’s observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the diffracted
link is robust to orientation offsets from her ideal yaw and
pitch. In contrast, Eve’s performance is significantly more
sensitive to the drone’s roll offset, with even 2◦ rotation of
the metasurface along the roll axis reducing her SNR by as
much as 5 dB. This is because roll offset has the pronounced
effect of steering the beam whereas yaw and pitch induce
relatively less spatial phase changes at corresponding offset
angles. The results further show that Eve should position
MetaFly as close to Bob as possible to minimize her bit
error rate (BER) due to the superior beamforming efficiency
of Alice’s high-gain horn antenna compared to Eve’s meta-
surface. However, the midway location between Alice and
Bob might be preferable for Eve to avoid exposing the attack
while only moderately increasing her BER. In general, the
experiments indicate that with MetaFly, Eve can success-
fully establish an eavesdropping link, obtaining BER below
the scale of 10−4 with Alice transmitting modulation orders
up to 16-QAM. Yet, we also show that her performance
is marginally sensitive to MetaFly stability as small-scale
vibration can alter diffraction radiation patterns. Measure-

ments at Bob indicate that MetaFly will be challenging to
detect, as it leaves a minimal attack footprint, similar to
small channel variations due to weather conditions such as
snow and rain [16] and variable antenna alignment from
building swaying.

Moreover, we demonstrate the attack between two out-
door rooftops in a large metropolitan area, overcoming
numerous regulatory and logistical challenges. We set up
a highly directive backhaul link at 30 m height and fly
MetaFly in between the buildings. We show that MetaFly
can consistently generate an eavesdropping diffraction beam
on-the-fly while Eve successfully intercepts the link with
40 dB gain, even during moderately windy weather.

In general, in this paper, we explore the foundational
physical layer security of wireless backhaul links and ex-
pose their acute vulnerability to aerial metasurface attacks.
Then, intercepted backhaul links resulting from the attack
could be either encrypted or non-encrypted (e.g., to avoid
computation and latency overhead). In fact, encryption is
a significant area of research with a corresponding set of
challenges, including quantum computing attacks [17] and
security misconfigurations [18]. Yet, we emphasize that the
aerial metasurface attack yields an acute vulnerability, even
when wireless encryption is in place and not broken. That
is, the attack leaves some multi-layer control information
exposed as standards do not encrypt all components of
control information such as packet headers, channel state
feedback, and addresses [19]. Moreover, under the aerial
attack, associated timing information would also be ex-
posed and thus yield vulnerable side channel information
exploitable by strong adversaries [20], [21].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sec. 2 describes the threat model and Sec. 3 presents the
attacker’s challenges and design strategy. Sec. 4 introduces
the attack implementation. Sec. 5 and Sec. 6 describe the
over-the-air experimental results. Finally, Sec. 7 reviews
related work and Sec. 8 concludes this paper.

Figure 1: Overview of the aerial metasurface attack.



2. Threat Model

We consider a wireless backhaul network in which the
antennas of communicating parties, transmitter (Alice) and
receiver (Bob), are deployed at fixed locations above the
treeline, typically on towers or rooftops. Targeting secure
high data rate transmission, Alice sends her signal to Bob
over a highly directional line-of-sight mmWave and sub-THz
link. Meanwhile, the attacker (Eve) is positioned distantly
from Alice and Bob (possibly at a nearby building) and aims
to eavesdrop on the transmission. She also targets to sustain
high SNR at Bob in order to avoid substantial distortion of
Bob’s signal as it might alert him of a possible attack.

The geographical coordinates of the communications
parties are designated as CAlice, CBob and CEve where
CAlice = (xAlice, yAlice, zAlice). The center frequency and
bandwidth of the transmission are denoted as fc and B,
respectively. Eve has knowledge of the aforementioned in-
formation, which she readily acquires from the publicly
available FCC database [8]. In fact, this federal agency
database is created and made publicly available with the
intention to facilitate the deployment and co-existence of
wireless services in a region. However, Eve in this attack
exploits such information for malicious purposes.

Given the elevated hard-to-access backhaul link environ-
ment, Eve takes advantage of a drone to remotely approach
the vicinity of the link. She also designs a lightweight
on-drone metasurface that enables advanced EM wavefront
manipulation on-the-fly. We consider a rectangular planar
metasurface rigidly fixated to the bottom of the drone
frame and refer to Eve’s aerially positioning metasurface
system as MetaFly. The location and orientation of the
metasurface at time t is designated as CMetaFly

t and θMetaFly
t ,

respectively. We define the orientation of the MetaFly as
θMetaFly
t = (θMetaFly

t, yaw , θMetaFly
t, pitch , θ

MetaFly
t, roll ) in which yaw, pitch,

and roll rotations are relative to the vertical axis, lateral
axis, and longitudinal axis, respectively as shown in Fig. 1.
We discuss Eve’s aerial metasurface design and wavefront-
tailored flight refinement approach in Sec. 3.

3. Attacker Challenges and Design Strategies

In this section, we explore Eve’s key challenges and
design strategies in realizing the aerial metasurface attack.

3.1. Inducing an Eavesdropping Beam

Eve modifies the transmission wavefront to establish an
eavesdropping beam. A naive approach is to design MetaFly
to reflect some transmission signal towards Eve, possibly
intercepting the backhaul link via a reflecting surface po-
sitioned at a tilted angle. However, such an approach is
not quite viable, as any slight positioning imperfections of
the surface in the air (subtle swaying and drifting motions)
are likely to redirect the reflected beam (specularly) away
from Eve and even block the highly directive legitimate
transmission, revealing the attack.

Instead, the attacker induces transmissive diffraction
in the air. Specifically, she generates a cross-polarized
diffracted beam by introducing abrupt and specific phase
changes at the aerial metasurface interface, altering the
impinging transmission as they pass through the structure.
This strategy enables Eve to create a cross-polarized eaves-
dropping diffraction link from CMetaFly to CEve, while con-
currently allowing the original beam to pass through with
its original polarization for reception by Bob.

To demonstrate the principles, consider Fig. 1 in which
Alice and Bob are in the yz-plane and Eve’s aerial metasur-
face is in the xz-plane. Eve intercepts Alice’s transmission
with angle γ relative to the z-axis. Then, she generates
a transmissive diffraction beam directed toward herself at
angle ψ and ξ in which

ψ = sin−1

((
c

2πfc

dΦ

dy
+ nγ sin(γ)

)
1

nψ

)
and

ξ = sin−1

(
c

2πfc

dΦ

dx

1

cos(ψ)

1

nψ

) (1)

by exploiting the generalized Snell’s law in 3D [9]. ψ desig-
nates the angle between the diffraction ray and its projection
on the xz-plane and ξ is the angle between that projection
and the z-axis. c is the speed of light, and nγ(nψ) is the
refractive index of the propagation medium, approximated
as one given the over-the-air transmission.

Importantly, Eve can impart an intended ∇Φ phase
gradient on the backhaul transmission, introducing dΦ/dx
and dΦ/dy abrupt changes along the x-axis and y-axis as
shown in Eq. (1). This allows her to stimulate constructive
interference patterns of the electromagnetic waves passing
through the aerial metasurface, generating a diffraction peak
towards herself at ψ and ξ. Conversely, in its absence, i.e.,
dΦ/dx = 0 and dΦ/dy = 0, Eq.1 reduces to the standard
Snell’s law, which describes the change in transmission
direction due to a different medium. However, Eve purpose-
fully introduces a spatially periodic phase gradient at the
aerial metasurface to induce diffraction radiation patterns in
3D and control the eavesdropping diffracted beam direction.

In the paper, we use the notation s⃗ to indicate the
direction of the imposed linear phase gradient, which forms
an angle ρ with the y-axis as shown in Fig. 1. As such,
|∇Φ| and ρ denote the magnitude and orientation of the
phase gradient.

3.2. Meta-Atom and Unit-Cell Design

Once the phase profile is determined based on the
specified eavesdropping angle discussed in Sec. 3.1, the
subsequent issue is its physical realization, which is non-
trivial due to the involved minuscule wavelengths at such
high frequencies. For that, Eve constructs artificial struc-
tures, meta-atoms, that enable controllable manipulation of
electromagnetic waves, going beyond the capabilities of
natural materials [22]. Sub-wavelength in scale, meta-atoms
provide a wide range of amplitude and phase responses and



can be configured based on geometrical features. Eve further
assembles an array of such unique meta-atoms, forming
a unit-cell, to collectively generate the ∇Φ phase profile
across spatially periodic structures.
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Figure 2: Eve designs (a) C-shaped split ring resonator
meta-atoms whose electromagnetic response is controlled
via their radius r, slit opening α, and orientation β. (b) With
this structure, Eve can achieve the entire 2π phase shift.
(c) She arranges a group of unique meta-atoms to form a
unit-cell that induces an eavesdropping diffraction beam, (d)
with each meta-atom generating a specified π/4 phase shift
concerning neighboring meta-atoms.

We demonstrate the attack with C-shaped split ring res-
onator meta-atoms since they exhibit a strong EM response
at targeted mmWave and sub-THz frequencies [23]. Com-
posed of metallic rings shown in Fig. 2(a), these meta-atoms
resonate at specified frequencies. The inductive response is
caused by the split in the ring, and the capacitance arises
from the gap between the slit ends. This combination leads
to tunable resonant responses, allowing for adjustment of
both the amplitude and phase response of the impinging
wave. Thus, the meta-atom geometries, specifically its radius
r, slit opening α, and orientation β, enable accurate control
over the electromagnetic properties.

To understand the attacker’s capabilities, we model the
meta-atoms with varying r, α, and β parameters on COM-
SOL multiphysics and perform finite element analysis. The
results are remarkable as Eve can obtain the entire 2π phase
shift by selectively choosing radius r and opening angle α
values as shown in Fig. 2(b). We also observe that with
a simple rotation of the meta-atom by β = 90◦, she can
induce a π phase shift and achieve a symmetrical amplitude
response that follows the | sin 2β| function. In fact, she can
generate amplitude transmission and phase shift heatmaps,
similar to one in Fig. 2(b), and select parameter values
corresponding to potentially any targeted response.

Then, to yield a diffraction radiation pattern, Eve assem-
bles a group of distinct meta-atoms to form a unit cell, which
she then repeats periodically across a surface. Specifically,
the meta-atoms are arranged over the spatial period Γ, and
together, they collectively create a 2π phase shift across
Γ while maintaining uniform amplitude transmission. These

meta-atoms induce specified phase shifts, resulting in super-
position and interference effects that cumulatively generate
a diffraction radiation pattern in the far field.

Importantly, Eve can control the angle of the diffrac-
tion beam in the metasurface design. Specifically, by ad-
justing the spatial period Γ, she can create distinct phase
shifts across the y and x-axis, namely dΦ

dy = 2π
Γ cos ρ and

dΦ
dx = 2π

Γ sin ρ , and direct the eavesdropping beam to different
angles as formulated in Eq. (1). For instance, decreasing
the values of Γ allows Eve to increase diffraction peak
angles, potentially eavesdropping from afar. She can achieve
such reduced spatial period Γ values by either decreasing
the number of meta-atoms in the unit-cell or reducing the
dimensions of the corresponding meta-atoms.

We demonstrate the attack with an exemplary unit-cell
consisting of eight different meta-atoms and Γ of 6.11mm.
Specifically, these meta-atoms have the following pa-
rameters [r(µm), α, β]: [240, 136◦,−45◦], [284, 82◦,−45◦],
[296, 32◦,−45◦], [320, 12◦,−45◦], and their 90◦ rotated
counterparts. Each meta-atom produces π/4 phase shift rel-
ative to neighboring ones while maintaining approximately
identical amplitude transmission. With an exemplary back-
haul transmission at fc = 130 GHz, Eve then establishes an
eavesdropping diffraction peak at ψ = 22◦, as described in
Eq. (1) with ρ set to zero in the default state.

3.3. Realizing Lightweight, Power-Free, and Trans-
missive Aerial Metasurface

Traditionally in wireless networks, metasurfaces are de-
signed as large, electrically tunable, reflecting metasurface
infrastructures, that are statically positioned in the environ-
ment, e.g., integrated on walls [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].
Once installed, they are typically connected to an external
power source, e.g., a wall outlet, to activate hundreds to
thousands of reflecting elements on the metasurface. Then,
wireless channels within the vicinity are reconfigured in
real-time, e.g., supplying DC bias to varactor diodes, for
different functionalities, such as extending signal coverage.

In contrast, the aerial nature of the attack necessitates a
reconsideration of conventional principles and the develop-
ment of a lightweight, transmissive, and dynamic metasur-
face with minimal power consumption.

For that, Eve designs a passive metasurface, in which
she exploits the geometrical properties of the meta-atoms
to manipulate the EM wavefront, rather than relying on an
external power source. In particular, she induces selected
amplitude transmission and phase shifts on the impinging
EM waves solely based on the radius, slit opening, and
orientation of the C-shaped meta-atoms as we describe in
Sec. 3.2. As such, the aerial metasurface does not require
any external power source and yet can successfully establish
an eavesdropping diffraction link.

Such a design approach is complementarily advanta-
geous to Eve in reducing MetaFly payload, e.g., no need for
switching components, extra power supply, and FPGA con-
troller units. In fact, not only are drones known to have very



limited payload lifting capabilities, but also a heavy payload
can deplete the already limited drone battery significantly
faster, potentially leading to a failed attack. However, we
demonstrate in Sec. 4.1 that Eve’s aerial metasurface is only
several grams, making it a negligible addition to MetaFly.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Demonstrating (a) paper substrate-based and (b)
polymer (plastic) substrate-based aerial metasurfaces.

Importantly, the design facilitates the transmission of Al-
ice to Bob’s link and avoids obstructing that legitimate link.
For that, Eve exploits mmWave and sub-THz transmissive
materials as the aerial metasurface substrate. Specifically,
she arranges periodic unit-cells discussed in Sec. 3.2 onto
materials with a low refractive index (e.g., paper and poly-
mer sheets) to reduce attenuation and improve penetration
at these high frequencies. We demonstrate paper substrate-
based and polymer (plastic) substrate-based aerial metasur-
faces in Fig. 3. Our experiments reveal that both substrates
indeed have minimal absorption loss, less than 1 dB.

Moreover, some substrates, like polymers, can provide
additional transparency properties, as we demonstrate in
Fig. 3(b). Eve could exploit that feature to carry out the at-
tack with a concurrently transmissive and transparent aerial
metasurface, essentially having a nearly invisible eavesdrop-
ping structure in the air.

3.4. Wavefront-Tailored Flight Refinement

Eve uses drone-aided metasurface mobility to overcome
the physical constraints of hard-to-reach backhaul areas and
improve the attack performance by dynamically adjusting
the EM wavefront of the transmission based on the flight.

To execute the attack, she first acquires GPS locations
of the backhaul antennas from the publicly available FCC
database [8] and then remotely navigates the MetaFly to get
the on-drone metasurface towards the path of directive back-
haul transmission. Yet, approaching the link solely based on
GPS coordinates might be insufficient for Eve as occasional
positioning uncertainties, e.g., due to wind or GPS failure,
likely set the MetaFly off the transmission beam or distort
and re-direct generated diffraction beam. To address it, Eve
performs wavefront-tailored flight refinement.

Specifically, she adjusts the flight pattern of the MetaFly,
taking into account the fundamental characteristics of the
on-drone metasurface, such as the phase profile ∇Φ, her
targeted eavesdropping diffraction beam angles ψ and ξ,
and her feedback on the observed eavesdropping SNR, as
depicted in Fig. 4. MetaFly is then repositioned to the next
location C∗MetaFly

t+1 and orientation θ∗MetaFly
t+1 to improve the

generated diffraction radiation patterns and increase eaves-
dropping SNR at Eve.

In the flight refinement process, Eve exploits the fun-
damental yaw, pitch, and roll movements of the MetaFly
to dynamically and controllably modify the phase response
of the aerial metasurface. For instance, she leverages the
roll motion to adjust the orientation ρ. In turn, such motion
stimulates distinct phase response along both the x-axis
and y-axis, allowing her to modify the generated diffraction
beam angle, as formulated in Eq. 1. By doing so, she can
continually refine the eavesdropping diffraction angle on-
the-fly, redirecting it towards her antenna.

In Fig. 5, we present analytical results demonstrating
the impact of roll movement on the induced eavesdropping
beam angles. We consider an exemplary center frequency
of 130 GHz and the spatial periodicity Γ = 3 mm. Observe
that Eve can have control over a wide range of azimuth ψ
and elevation ξ angles of the eavesdropping diffraction beam
governed by roll movement. Such a response is leveraged
in the flight refinement to consistently redirect the beam to
remote Eve’s antenna and improve her SNR.

Eve can also exploit the wavefront-tailored MetaFly mo-
bility approach to carry out the attack from various remote
locations, such as from the rooftop, inside the building (with
the beam passing through the window), or even at ground
level. That is, even with a fixed aerial metasurface design,
she can still generate a dynamic EM response governed by
the MetaFly mobility, controllably steering the eavesdrop-
ping diffraction beam in 3D. For example, she can direct
the beam anywhere from 0◦ to 50◦ in azimuth and elevation
based on MetaFly roll motion, as shown in Fig. 5.

Likewise, she can take advantage of the yaw movement
of MetaFly in dynamically shaping the wireless backhaul
transmission. Specifically, she can initiate yaw rotation to
deliberately intercept the transmission with different imping-
ing γ angles. This allows her to further modify both the ψ
and ξ components of the eavesdropping diffraction beam
with non-linear relation as shown in Eq. 1.

In general, Eve could realize such wavefront-tailored
flight in several ways. She could design an advanced on-
drone control mechanism to automatically perform flight
navigation. Alternatively, she can manually control MetaFly
during the attack, adapting the flight pattern with a remote
controller while monitoring her eavesdropping SNR in real-
time. As we demonstrate in Sec. 6.1 and Sec. 6.3, Eve can
be highly successful even with the latter simpler approach.

We also highlight that metasurfaces are traditionally
considered to be either static or programmable based on their
functionalities. A static metasurface generates one specific
electromagnetic response while a programmable metasur-
face can change the response over time, e.g., via DC bias

Flight Decision Actuator

SNREve
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C∗RMD
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Figure 4: MetaFly wavefront-tailored flight refinement
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Figure 5: Eve exploits roll mobility of MetaFly to modify
the diffraction radiation pattern on-the-fly and thereby con-
trollably steer the eavesdropping diffraction beam in 3D.

excitation. In the context of wireless security, in this work,
we demonstrate a first-of-its-kind static metasurface that can
dynamically change its electromagnetic response governed
by the mobility pattern of the drone.

4. Attack Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of the
attack, introducing aerial metasurface fabrication, the state-
of-the-art sub-THz testbed, and the experimental setup.

4.1. Aerial MetaSurface Fabrication

Traditionally, microfabrication techniques such as pho-
tolithography [24] are employed to fabricate metasurfaces,
providing ultrahigh resolution (∼ 100nm). However, these
methods are also known for their high cost (reaching thou-
sands of dollars) and slow processes, requiring sophisticated
equipment and chemicals. Here, we demonstrate how Eve
rapidly and inexpensively hot-stamps [25] an aerial meta-
surface using two simple steps.

First, she prints the aerial metasurface design pattern
discussed in Sec. 3.2 using a standard toner printer. She em-
ploys mmWave and sub-THz transmissive substrates, such
as off-the-shelf glossy paper [26] and transparent plastic
sheet [27], to print the design. Then, she puts an off-the-
shelf metallic foil [28] on top of the printed pattern and
passes them through a laminator heated to a temperature of
290 ◦F, as shown in Fig. 7. As the foil and the substrate heat
up, the metallic particles from the foil and the toner on the
substrate bond together, metalizing the pattern. After peeling
off the remaining foil and cleaning the pattern with standard
tape, a fully functioning aerial metasurface is formed and
its weight is only 10 grams.

In general, the fabrication process involves only standard
office items such as paper, a laminator, and foil. It costs mere
cents and takes only minutes to complete, minimizing the
overall attack cost. Our fabricated metasurface is of letter
paper size, and we mount it onto a lightweight plastic frame.
We then integrate it onto an off-the-shelf DJI drone.

4.2. State-of-the-art Sub-THz Testbed

We demonstrate the attack with a state-of-the-art sub-
THz testbed, transmitting ultra-broadband information-
bearing framed signals. We establish a backhaul link at
130 GHz, which resembles those now commercially avail-
able and is similar to the 120 GHz-band wireless link used
for live TV broadcasts (with a range of 400m) during the
Beijing Olympics [29]. Additionally, our testbed employs
hardware similar to that recently used in a 2-kilometer-range
wireless backhaul link [5].

More specifically, our transmitter part consists of an
analog programmable signal generator (PSG) employed for
generating a local oscillator (LO) signal, an arbitrary wave-
form generator utilized to send an intermediate frequency
signal, which is later mixed with the LO and upconverted
to a higher RF signal through an upconverter frontend. The
receiver part consists of a PSG which is used to generate the
LO signal at the receiver side, a downconverter frontend, and
a high-performance digital storage oscilloscope. We employ
high-gain 40 dBi lens horn antennas. The transmit power
just before the antenna is 13 dBm.

4.3. Experimental Setup

We conduct large-scale outdoor experiments, as dis-
cussed in Sec. 6.3, as well as controllable indoor atrium
experiments to investigate the impact of different attack
factors. As shown in Fig. 6, transmitter Alice and receiver
Bob are positioned 10 m apart, with the aerial metasurface
located midway (varied in corresponding experiments). Re-
ceiver Eve is angularly positioned (∼ 22◦) away from Bob
to observe the 130 GHz eavesdropping diffraction beam gen-
erated by the aerial metasurface. With Eve’s cross-polarized
aerial metasurface, we rotate her antenna to 90◦ relative
to Bob to observe strongly modulated data in orthogonal
polarization. Additionally, we utilize a motorized 3D stage
(model Theta-Y-Theta-Z by IntelLiDrives) and a motorized
vibrating stage (model VT007) in the experiments.

In the experiment, Alice transmits modulated data to
Bob at 130 GHz carrier frequency using 10 GHz bandwidth,
employing M -QAM modulation scheme. Our experiments
include up to 1024-QAM, which are the same modulation
used by LTE and Wi-Fi. The QAM frame structure consists
of an 18-bit header, followed by 1500 log2(M) pilot bits
and 10000 log2(M) data bits, concatenated together. The
header (BPSK modulated high-autocorrelation sequence) is
used for time synchronization at the receiver, and the pilot
bits are employed as a training sequence for channel esti-
mation. Channel estimation and equalization are performed
using the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation.
Received signals are processed, equalized, and demodulated
to obtain performance evaluation parameters such as SNR,
error vector magnitude (EVM), peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR), bitrates, and BER.

We conduct our experiments using an unencrypted link
as there is not yet a standard for sub-THz backhaul en-
cryption. Furthermore, the research question we address
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Figure 6: Large atrium experimental setup with state-of-the-art sub-THz communication testbed and MetaFly.

in this work is different from encryption, as we explore
new vulnerabilities at the fundamental physical layer that
arise despite the directionality and inaccessibility of wireless
backhaul links. Nevertheless, our contribution is to demon-
strate vulnerabilities of information leakage in either case,
whether it involves the data itself (when unencrypted) or
side information (when encrypted).

5. Aerial Attack Factors

In this section, we perform a suite of over-the-air experi-
ments in which we explore various aerial attack factors such
as metasurface vibration, orientation offset, and placement.

5.1. Orientation Offset

Eve targets to orient the metasurface to be perpendicular
to a vector from Alice to Bob’s aperture. Yet in practice,
Eve is likely to be offset from her ideal due to both drone
system imperfections such as inertial sensor errors, and
external factors such as the wind impacting the control
loop that stabilizes the drone. Here we controllably orient
Eve’s metasurface to different yaw, pitch, and roll angles,
including both perfectly aligned and offset, and explore the

Printed Design

Metallic 
Foil

Laminator

Figure 7: Fabricating the aerial metasurface using a standard
office printer, laminator, and iCraft metallic foil.

impact of orientation angle offsets on her eavesdropping
capabilities.

Adopting the setup discussed in Sec. 4.3, we integrate
the metasurface into the motorized rotation stage and posi-
tion it midway between Alice and Bob. In the experiment,
Alice, Bob, and Eve are all on the same plane and the
metasurface is within the vector from Alice to Bob. Eve
is placed angularly away from Bob to observe the 130 GHz
diffraction peak generated at the aerial metasurface at 22◦.
We change angular orientations in 2◦ increments while
continually recording Eve’s SNR and BER at her fixed
remote location. For each configuration, we perform at least
50 instances of data captures, each capture containing at
least 10 frames.

We depict the result in Fig. 8, showing a range of yaw,
pitch, and roll angles on the x-axis and Eve’s corresponding
SNR on the y-axis. In the figure, we present the results for
perfect orientation (0◦ offset) as well as moderate and high
orientation offsets of 8◦ and 16◦ respectively.

First, the blue bar corresponds to the perfectly oriented
scenario, in which Eve generates the best possible eaves-
dropping diffraction radiation pattern to obtain the maxi-
mum SNR, which is approximately 15 dB in this exper-
iment. Moreover, observe that rotation of the metasurface
across the different axes has a non-similar and non-uniform
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Figure 8: Impact of Eve’s MetaSurface orientation offset on
her remote eavesdropping SNR.
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Figure 9: Effect of MetaSurface roll offset on Eve’s SNR
and BER.

impact on Eve’s observed signal power. Specifically, the
results in Fig. 8 reveal that Eve is less sensitive to yaw
and pitch offsets when compared to roll. For example, an
8◦ offset in roll orientation drastically decreases Eve’s SNR
from 15 dB to 1 dB, whereas the same offset in yaw and
pitch still enables Eve to maintain an SNR of 10 dB and
above. This is because the orientation ρ (defined in Sec. 3.2)
is directly governed by the roll offset. That is, the roll offset
significantly modifies phase discontinuity response across x
and y-axis of the metasurface, specifically to dΦ

dy = 2π
Γ cos ρ

and dΦ
dx = 2π

Γ sin ρ as discussed in Sec. 3.4. As such, it
diffracts the beam in a different direction other than Eve’s
location, following Eq. (1). In contrast, for pitch and yaw
angular offsets, the impact at Eve is rather modest [30]. Par-
ticularly, yaw offset governs the incidence angle γ defined
in Sec. 3.2 and has a negligible impact on the generated
diffraction beam at these yaws offset below 20◦ due to only
sin γ effect in Eq. (1).

For example, pitch offset does not directly affect the
direction of the eavesdropping beam, instead but primarily
impacts the total intercepted transmission beam area by the
metasurface. Then, by employing a letter-size metasurface
and positioning a midway Alice-Bob transmission beam
(which is spreading out in space), Eve can obtain more than
half of the SNR relative to the baseline case as shown in
the experiment.

Given the high responsiveness of Eve’s SNR to meta-
surface roll offset, we further investigate its impact on both
Eve’s SNR and (empirically measured) BER at a higher
angular resolution. For that, we present the results in Fig. 9
and depict a range of angles from 0 to 8◦ at the step of
2◦ in the x-axis. On the right side of the y-axis, we show
Eve’s SNR (orange), and on the left side of the y-axis, we
show Eve’s BER (blue). We consider Alice’s transmission
with three different QAM modulation schemes, namely 16-
QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM, represented in blue solid,
dashed, and dotted lines, respectively.

First, observe that even a 2◦ roll offset reduces Eve’
SNR by as much as 5 dB. Additionally, her SNR continues
to diminish rapidly with increasing offset, with Eve having
only 1 dB SNR with her metasurface offset by 8◦. Such
a response is due to multiple factors. First, increasing roll

angle correspondingly modifies the response due to dΦ/dx
and dΦ/dy induced at the metasurface interface, thereby re-
directing the eavesdropping beam away from Eve’s targeted
location as shown in Eq. (1). Moreover, Eve’s metasurface
demonstrated in the experiments is cross-polarized, and
with roll movement, Eve’s effective cross-polarized signal
power re-directed towards herself also decreases. Jointly,
these factors make Eve highly sensitive to metasurface roll
offsets and force her to maintain an accurate roll position
of the metasurface during the flight to carry out the attack
efficiently.

Yet, in Fig. 9, we show that Eve’s BER performance
also depends on Alice’s underlying transmission modulation
order, which Alice will select according to the SNR of the
Alice to Bob link. For example, if the Alice-Bob link em-
ploys 16-QAM, Eve’s SNR is sufficient to obtain BER below
1% even at the roll offset of 6◦. However, as the modulation
order increases, Eve’s corresponding BER degrades rapidly
with increasing angular offset as shown in the blue dashed
and dotted curves. This is particularly evident when Alice’s
transmission in 256-QAM and Eve’s interception undergoes
more than 30% BER with metasurface roll offset of 8◦.

Findings: While Eve is minimally affected by pitch and
yaw offsets of MetaFly, she is very sensitive to the roll
offset as it modifies her phase gradients at the metasurface
interface and thus diffracts the beam in a different direction
other than Eve’s location. In fact, even 2◦ rotation of Eve’s
metasurface along the roll axis can significantly decrease
Eve’s SNR, diminishing her SNR to 1 dB at 8◦ roll offset. Yet,
Eve’s attack performance from the BER perspective further
depends on Alice’s transmission modulation order, and Eve’s
BER can remain below 1% when Alice employs up to 16-
QAM.

5.2. Impact of Vibration

Thus far, we have explored the impact of metasurface
orientation offset. In addition to that, Eve’s metasurface
undergoes vibration during the flight as it is affixed to the
drone platform. Here we investigate the impact of Eve’s
metasurface vibration on her ability to establish and main-
tain an eavesdropping diffraction radiation beam.

In the experiment, we use the same setup as previously
and integrate the metasurface on a motorized vibration stage
VT007, positioning it midway between the Alice-Bob link.
We configure the vibration frequency to 40 Hz, correspond-
ing to drone vibration characteristics reported in the prior
work [31]. We record Eve’s SNR continually for several
minutes while the metasurface is vibrating at the configured
frequency.

We depict the results in Fig. 10, showing time on the
x-axis and Eve’s SNR on the y-axis. As a baseline, we
consider Eve without any metasurface and depict the results
in the blue curve. Also, as a reference, we consider the
scenario of Eve employing a metasurface without vibration
and plot it in the orange curve. Lastly, Eve’s response
when the metasurface undergoes vibration is depicted in the
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Figure 10: Temporal effect of MetaSurface vibration.

yellow curve. We report time-averaged results of the afore-
mentioned experiments in Table 1, presenting the mean and
standard deviation of Eve’s observed SNR for corresponding
metasurface configurations.

First, notice that without the metasurface, Eve is unable
to intercept the highly directional sub-THz transmission,
and thus her SNR is in the 0 dB range. However, the non-
vibrating metasurface allows Eve to induce consistent and
targeted phase discontinuities. Thus, she is able to establish
an eavesdropping link and obtain a 12.9 dB mean SNR.

Moreover, the results reveal that Eve still obtains more
than 11 dB mean SNR compared to the baseline even when
the metasurface is vibrating. That is, the vibration motion
of the metasurface does not inhibit it from creating tar-
geted abrupt phase changes at the metasurface interface and
generating diffraction radiation patterns. However, vibration
generates random and minor orientation offset and mm-scale
mobility, which in turn affects radiation pattern and impacts
Eve’s observed SNR in the form of 1.3 dB fluctuations as
shown in Fig. 10. In general, note that the exact vibration
patterns and their consequences on Eve’s attack performance
largely depend on the quality of her drone platform and its
calibration status. The more Eve is willing to invest in her
drone system and perform necessary internal and external
sensor calibrations, the more efficient she will be in the
attack.

Findings: When compared to idealistically static meta-
surface, vibration motion in MetaFly only reduces Eve’s
mean SNR performance from 12.9 dB to 11.6 dB. However,
random mm-scale mobility and minor orientation offset due
to vibration still minimally distorts diffraction radiation
pattern and impact Eve’s observed SNR in the form of 1.3 dB
fluctuations.

TABLE 1: Time-Averaged Performance

Eve Mean SNR σSNR

No MetaSurface 0.2 dB 0.08 dB
Vibrating MetaSurface 11.6 dB 1.3 dB

Non-Vibrating MetaSurface 12.9 dB 0.2 dB

5.3. Eve’s Placement of MetaSurface

To intercept signals, Eve will position MetaFly along
the line-of-sight vector between Alice and Bob. Yet, within
this vector, she can choose to place MetaFly at any point
spanning from close to Alice, mid-way, or close to Bob.
Here, we explore how Eve should best position MetaFly
along this vector based on her eavesdropping performance
as well as her risk of being detected by Alice or Bob.

We consider the same setup described in Sec. 4.3,
with Alice and Bob at 10 m apart and at the same ele-
vation. In the experiment, we controllably reposition the
metasurface away from Alice from 1 m to 9 m at 2 m
step while always maintaining it perpendicular to a vector
from Alice to Bob’s aperture. Moreover, we adjust Eve’s
location correspondingly to ensure that she always observes
her targeted fc = 130 GHz diffraction peak at 22◦ and
maintains approximately 10 m of the total distance (the
effective ray length from Alice’s aperture to the metasurface
and from metasurface to Eve’s aperture). This setup allows
us to largely eliminate the difference in Eve’s observation
due to path loss (a known effect described in the Friis
transmission formula) and instead focus on the metasurface-
induced wavefront factors.

We depict the results in Fig. 11, showing Eve’s place-
ment of the metasurface within the Alice-Bob link on the x-
axis and her eavesdropping BER in log-scale on the y-axis.
In the experiment, we configure Alice-Bob transmission
with different QAM modulation schemes, ranging from 16-
QAM up to 1024-QAM. Also, some data points in the
16-QAM (blue) are omitted in the log-scale plot, which
corresponds to 0 measured bit errors.

To begin with, observe that Eve can reduce her BER
as she positions the metasurface further away from Alice.
For instance, with Alice’s transmission in 64-QAM (orange),
Eve decreases the BER from 1.9× 10−2 to 9.3× 10−4 by
having the metasurface move from 1 m to 9 m. Additionally,
such a pattern is consistent across different modulation
schemes. Thus, from the perspective of minimizing BER,
Eve should have the metasurface as close to Bob as possible
in the attack, and there are two primary factors that motivate
her to do so.
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Figure 11: Impact of Eve’s MetaSurface placement.



First, by placing the metasurface closer to Bob, Eve in-
creases the beam spot efficiency on the metasurface. Specif-
ically, because Alice’s transmission (emitted by a 40 dBi
directional antenna in the experiment) is spreading out in
space, a larger area of the metasurface is illuminated if
the metasurface is further away from Alice. As such, Eve
can intercept more transmission beam energy and re-purpose
it for eavesdropping. Conversely, when the metasurface is
located very close to Alice, only a limited portion of its
area is illuminated and Eve gets higher BER due to low
intercepted signal power.

In general, the effective beam spot efficiency of the
metasurface depends on the beamwidth of Alice’s trans-
mission and the metasurface size. Observe that, in this
experiment, the (letter-size) metasurface is already fully
illuminated when it is midway between Alice and Bob. Nev-
ertheless, Eve’s BER (across different modulation schemes)
still continues to decrease as MetaFly moves closer to Bob
beyond the mid-way point. This phenomenon highlights
the second additional major factor regarding the beam spot
efficiency at Eve. Particularly, because the metasurface ar-
ray (with many meta-atom elements) is a less effective
beamformer than the employed highly directive 2◦ half-
power beamwidth horn antenna, Eve aims to position her
metasurface as close to Bob as possible. In general, the
efficiency of the metasurface depends on many factors,
including the EM properties of the constituent meta-atoms
(such as amplitude transmission and polarization) and the
resolution of the fabrication technique.

On the other hand, Eve might purposefully avoid very
close locations to either Bob or Alice to not expose the at-
tack, e.g., if there are rooftop security cameras that might de-
tect a drone. Thus, Eve might determine that, with MetaFly
positioned midway between the communicating parties, she
performs nearly as well, especially when Alice employs
modulation orders above 256-QAM. For example, Eve in-
creases her BER from 0.09 to only 0.12 when repositioning
from 9 m to midway with Alice transmitting in 1024-QAM.
This is also indicated by the pink curve flattening in Fig. 11.

Findings: Due to beam spot efficiency on the metasur-
face and superior beamforming efficiency of Alice’s antenna
vs. Eve’s metasurface, Eve aims to position MetaFly as close
to Bob as possible for minimizing her BER. Nevertheless, the
midway locations between Alice and Bob may be preferable
to Eve to avoid exposing the attack while minimally trading
off BER.

6. MetaFly Attack Experiments

Thus far, we have performed a suite of controllable
experiments with a stand-alone metasurface to individually
investigate various aerial attack factors such as orientation
offset, vibration, and metasurface placement. In this section,
we integrate the metasurface with a drone, constructing
MetaFly, and demonstrate the attack both in an indoor
atrium and outdoor rooftop environments.

6.1. Attack Demonstration

We begin with an indoor atrium study to enable flight
while still having a controlled flight environment (e.g., no
wind or weather artifacts). We position Alice and Bob 10 m
apart and at the same elevation in a large open atrium
environment that has office windows, stair cases, ground-
level seating and tables, etc. In the experiment, Eve remotely
controls MetaFly and positions it midway between the
communicating parties (based on the findings of Sec. 5.3),
and hovers it at that location. Eve positions her receiver to
intercept the fc = 130 GHz eavesdropping diffraction peak
at her design specification of 22◦ induced at the on-drone
metasurface interface. As a baseline, we consider the case
when Eve does not employ MetaFly in the attack. We start
by studying the feasibility of the attack and depict Eve’s
power spectral profile observed in two different scenarios in
Fig. 12.

Notice the significant difference between the power
spectrum in Fig. 12(a) vs. Fig. 12(b). Specifically, Eve
largely receives noise without MetaFly, with the blue curve
mostly fluctuating below −80 dBm in Fig. 12(a). The rea-
son is that Eve is unable to observe the highly directive
transmission without MetaFly to manipulate the Alice-Bob
link. In contrast, Eve’s acquired signal power drastically
changes as she employs MetaFly in the attack. On average,
Eve obtains more than 25 dB above the noise floor signal
power across her targeted 10 GHz bandwidth as depicted in
Fig. 12(b). By remote positioning MetaFly and stealthy in-
terception of the link, she induces her targeted abrupt phase
changes |∇Φ| = 2π/6.11 mm on the transmission wave-
front. As such, she generates an eavesdropping diffracted
beam steered toward her antenna.

Next, to investigate the effectiveness of the attack, we
compute the total number of Alice’s transmitted data bits
and the portion that Eve can intercept without error, i.e.,
her empirical BER. In this experiment, we consider a range
of modulation orders employed at Alice, spanning from 16-
QAM to 1024-QAM. We present the results in Fig. 13,
showing modulation orders on the x-axis and Eve’s BER
on the y-axis.

First, notice that Eve is highly effective at maintaining
BER below the scale of 10−4 when Alice employs up to
32-QAM. That indicates that Eve acquires sufficient signal
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Figure 12: Feasibility of the attack.
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Figure 13: Effectiveness of the attack.

power in her eavesdropping link to accurately distinguish
unique phases and amplitudes in each symbol and recover
the data. Yet, expectedly, her mean BER decreases with
increasing modulation order. More importantly, observe that
the standard deviations are non-negligible and increasing,
especially at above 64-QAM. This is because of the small-
scale mobility and vibration effects of MetaFly studied in
Sec. 5 that partially alter the spatial phase gradients dΦ/dy
and dΦ/dx. In turn, such a response alters the generated
diffraction beam, resulting in fluctuations in received signal
power. As such, Eve’s achievable BER is sensitive to the
stability of the MetaFly. Nevertheless, in this experiment, we
demonstrate that Eve can still maintain, on average, below
15% BER even at such high modulation orders as 1024-
QAM.

Lastly, we note that we have not used any error cor-
rection coding in this experiment. However, if Alice does
use such redundancy to help Bob, Eve can also utilize it to
more effectively decode, reducing her BER and ultimately,
her frame error rate.

Findings: We experimentally demonstrate that Eve can
remotely navigate MetaFly and successfully establish an
eavesdropping diffraction link steered towards her receiver,
maintaining BER below the scale of 10−4 with Alice trans-
mitting at up to 32-QAM. Yet, we also show that BER
performance is also sensitive to MetaFly stability as the
small-scale mobility and vibration characteristics of the
MetaFly can alter the generated eavesdropping diffraction
radiation patterns.

6.2. Impact at Bob

Thus far, we have demonstrated the attack from the per-
spective of Eve, exploring her capabilities. Here, we study
the impact of such an aerial threat on Bob, as disruption to
Bob’s communication link could alert him to the attack.

We employ a setup similar to that described in Sec. 6.1
and consider Bob’s observation in the absence of MetaFly as
a baseline, i.e., an unobstructed line-of-sight path between
Alice and Bob. First, we investigate the energy footprint of
the attack and depict Bob’s power spectral profile in two
different scenarios in Fig. 14.

TABLE 2: Summary of Bob’s Observation (1024-QAM)

Parameter No Attack With Attack

EVM 5.75% 7.10%
PAPR at Tx 9.64 dB 9.65 dB

Actual Bitrate 49.95 Gbps 49.95 Gbps
Max. Theoretical Bitrate 50 Gbps 50 Gbps

Number of Error Bits 6622 9069
BER 6.62× 10−2 9.07× 10−2

Observe that the power spectral profiles in the two
scenarios are very similar, albeit with a few dBm power
shifts. This is because Eve purposefully exploits the sub-
THz transparent structure (paper in this experiment) as the
on-drone metasurface substrate discussed in Sec. 4. In doing
so, she intentionally allows Alice’s transmission to pass
through the aerial metasurface and reach Bob. As such, Eve
not only establishes an eavesdropping link but also maintains
the legitimate link, leaving a minimal energy footprint.

Additionally, recall that Eve manipulates the transmis-
sion in an orthogonal polarization to that of Alice, employ-
ing a cross-polarized aerial metasurface. On top of that, her
metasurface has a wideband response as we observed in
the experiments. As a result, there is no evident frequency-
selective response of the metasurface at Bob, but rather
a nearly uniform few dBm power decrease as shown in
Fig. 14(b). Consequently, detecting such an energy footprint
would be non-trivial for Bob. In addition, wireless backhaul
channels can encounter similar channel variations even with-
out MetaFly in between the Alice-Bob link. Specifically,
backhaul infrastructure on towers and buildings are prone
to swaying due to wind. As such, this leads to antenna
misalignment and a decrease in the received power, which
is particularly evident at these high frequencies.

Moreover, prior work has shown that weather conditions
such as rain and snow introduce path loss increase at sub-
THz frequencies. Specifically, scattering from snowflakes
and rain and molecular absorption due to water vapor has
been demonstrated to increase path loss from a few dB
to tens of dB for different weather conditions [16]. Thus,
considering the additional impact of weather in outdoor
backhaul scenarios, detecting the attack by analyzing only
the energy footprint would be challenging for Bob.
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Figure 14: Energy footprint of the attack viewed at Bob.
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Figure 15: Constellation diagrams as observed at Bob.

Next, to analyze the effect of the attack at a symbol
level, we show the constellation diagrams observed at Bob
for both scenarios, with and without MetaFly in between
the Alice-Bob link. Since there is a higher probability of
an error (including due to the effect of the attack) with
increasing QAM order, we purposefully show the results for
the highest modulation order from the experiments, as high
as 1024-QAM, in Fig. 15. We also summarize the results in
Table 2, highlighting Bob’s observed EVM, PAPR, bitrates,
and BER, among others, in both scenarios.

Fig. 15 depicts the transmitted, (raw) received, and
equalized symbols in blue, orange, and yellow dots, respec-
tively. First, notice that without MetaFly in Fig. 15(a), the
raw received constellations are rotated (as well as shrunk)
compared to the transmitted one. These are mainly the
impact of the device and channel effects, such as oscilla-
tor phase noise, IQ imbalance, and multipath propagation,
among others. Importantly, notice that even with MetaFly
in Fig. 15(b), the overall pattern and rotation of the con-
stellation that Bob observes remain largely similar. This
indicates the low-profile nature of the attack as the on-drone
metasurface (with low refractive-index substrate) induces
minimal change to the amplitude and phase of the symbols.

Moreover, channel training with physical-layer pream-
bles is a common standardized technique for estimating
and equalizing the channel, with yellow dots in Fig. 15
depicting such equalized symbols. As MetaFly is positioned
in between the Alice-Bob link, the training phase then also
encompasses an on-drone metasurface, with the transmis-
sion passing through it. As such, the metasurface is then
effectively perceived as a part of the channel. This makes the
attack even more challenging to detect for Bob. Thus, EVM,
PAPR, and BER characteristics for two different scenarios
are very similar as shown in Table 2.

Lastly, we extend the experiments to different modu-
lation orders and study the overall impact of the attack
on Bob’s observed BER, depicting the results in Fig. 17.
The blue and orange curves in the figure represent the
baseline and MetaFly scenario, respectively, while the miss-
ing data points in this log-scale figure correspond to zero
BER. Following the aforementioned reasons, the results in
Fig. 17 indeed demonstrate the negligible impact of the
attack on Bob’s overall BER. (Note that, a zero measured
BER means that the actual BER is less than 1/Nbits, where

Nbits = 10000 log2(M) is the number of data bits [32].)
Findings: Detecting the attack is challenging for Bob as

Eve purposefully exploits sub-THz transparent substrates in
MetaFly design to leave a minimal energy footprint, only a
few dB power shifts. Detecting such shifts is non-trivial for
Bob because these changes are characteristic of ordinary
wireless backhaul channels affected by weather conditions
such as rain and snow and variable antenna alignment
from buildings swaying. Overall, the attack minimally affects
Bob’s observed BER due to the low-profile nature of the on-
drone metasurface that is perceived as a part of the channel
during the channel training phase.

6.3. Rooftop Attack Demonstration

Thus far, we have demonstrated the attack in an indoor
atrium environment. Here, we realize the attack on outdoor
rooftops in a large metropolitan area and explore the ability
of Eve to intercept the sub-THz transmitter.

To implement the attack in a large metropolitan area
(between rooftops of an urban university campus) and fly
MetaFly in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regu-
lated airspace region, a set of challenges had to be addressed.
Those include completing the recreational Unmanned Air-
craft System Safety Test (TRUST) to fly the drone in a
controlled airspace zone, officially registering MetaFly in
the FAA database (as it weighs more than 250 g) to be
allowed to legally fly outdoors, and successfully passing a
rooftop safety training course to gain access to the roofs,
among others. Moreover, as the experiments were conducted
on a university campus, we had to obtain authorization
from both campus and local city police departments to be
permitted to fly MetaFly over pedestrians, cars, and property.

The setup of the rooftop experiment is shown in Fig. 16.
Bob and Eve are positioned on the roof of a 30-meter high
library building while Alice is located on the engineering
building roof, also at an elevation of 30 meters. Alice and
Bob are approximately 30 m apart. The communicating par-
ties are equipped with 40 dBi lens horn antennas, with such
antennas placed on tripods to maintain the same elevation at
Alice, Bob, and Eve. Eve’s antenna is rotated 90◦ relative to
Bob’s to observe the cross-polarized eavesdropping signals.
Since the backhaul link we set up for this experiment is not
in the FCC database (thus no publicly available information
on antenna locations), we flew MetaFly manually via the
remote controller. Recall that our experiments in Sec. 5.3
indicated that Eve’s best performance is obtained when
MetaFly is closest to Bob, while placing MetaFly midway
between Alice and Bob can serve as a compromise for
Eve to avoid discovery with a minimal performance loss.
Nonetheless, here Eve hovers MetaFly approximately 5 m
from Alice for safety purposes, in case MetaFly has to be
urgently landed on the roof and to avoid being directly
above pedestrians walking on the ground level in between
the buildings. In the experiment, Alice sends a sinusoidal
tone at 130 GHz with transmit power of 13 dBm before the
antenna, and her antenna is aimed directly at Bob.
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Figure 16: Eve armed with MetaFly intercepting a rooftop wireless backhaul link in a large metropolitan area.

Also, we conducted the metropolitan rooftop experiment
using only the baseline continuous wave case. This is due
to severe constraints on our experimental time, arising from
legal and administrative challenges, as well as the require-
ment for supervised presence and police permissions. Nev-
ertheless, in our future work, we plan to conduct additional
rooftop experiments using modulated waves, similar to what
we demonstrated in the atrium scenario in Sec. 5.

We depict the results in Fig. 18, showing frequency on
the x-axis and power at Eve on the y-axis. As a baseline,
we measure Eve’s reception without MetaFly. Observe that
the orange curve peaks at 130 GHz in Fig. 18(b) which
indicates that with MetaFly, Eve can intercept the transmis-
sion with more than 40 dB relative to the baseline at that
frequency. The weather during the experiment was moder-
ately windy, with an average speed of approximately 10 mph
and gusty variations due to turbulence between buildings.
Nonetheless, MetaFly enabled sufficient flight stability (e.g.,
avoiding severe detrimental impacts of high roll variations
as described in Sec. 5.1) to consistently generate an eaves-
dropping diffraction beam such that Eve can intercept that
beam. Eve could improve her performance even further by
realizing automatic flight control as discussed in Sec. 3.4.

Findings: Despite many regulatory and logistical chal-
lenges, we demonstrated the attack between two outdoor
rooftops in a large metropolitan area. We showed that Eve
can intercept a 130 GHz transmitter with 40 dB gain, even
during moderately windy weather.
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Figure 17: Attack impact across different QAM orders.
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Figure 18: Eve intercepting 130 GHz transmitter.

7. Related Work and Countermeasures

Metasurfaces and Wireless Security. Despite a large
literature on metasurfaces [11], [13], [14], [33], [34], [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39], only a few works focus on security,
and those are limited to non-mobile metasurface structures.
For instance, in [40], metasurfaces are hidden in the envi-
ronment as a “bug” to carry out metasurface-in-the-middle
attacks on WLANs, wall-integrated metasurfaces in [41]
generate multi-lobe multi-frequency reflection patterns for
concealed sideband eavesdropping, and meta-material tags
in [42] launch wireless sensing attacks, imitating vanished
objects (e.g., obstacles) and creating ghost effects. Con-
versely, [43] studies metasurface RF fingerprinting injection
to enable secure authentication, while [12] proposes using
reflecting metasurfaces to obfuscate wireless channels and
protect wireless sensing. Unlike prior work, we study mobile
aerial metasurfaces that can dynamically manipulate EM
wavefront based on drone flight patterns and pose security
threats to hard-to-reach wireless backhaul links.

Drones with Integrated Metasurfaces. A few recent
works theoretically study drone systems with metasurfaces,
mostly investigating communication performance enhance-
ment applications. For example, reflective structures inte-
grated on drones are considered in [44] to relay signals
and assist terrestrial communication while [45] optimizes
the number of on-drone reflecting elements and the drone
height to numerically analyze outage probability and ergodic



capacity of the relaying system. In contrast, in this work, we
theoretically investigate and experimentally demonstrate the
first aerial transmissive metasurface and expose the security
vulnerabilities of backhaul links to over-the-air attacks. Our
workshop paper [46] outlines a similar roadmap but it
neither has a full system design nor evaluation.

Defense Mechanisms. The attack we expose in this
work is of low profile due to Eve’s passive and transmissive
metasurface. Yet, wireless backhauls could potentially be
upgraded to continually and rigorously monitor the link
for all relevant physical alterations, including the effects of
different weather conditions, small-scale building motions,
antenna misalignment, and aerial metasurfaces. Utilizing
machine learning algorithms, the detection of any suspicious
electromagnetic footprint could help in exposing the attack.
Another possibility is to equip the backhaul infrastructures
with advanced acoustic, visual, and infrared surveillance
sensors and monitor the vicinity of the backhaul links for
unauthorized drones. Such a defense mechanism could be
highly effective for short and even mid-range backhaul links,
but the performance is likely to diminish for kilometer-range
links, in addition to adding extra cost overhead.

Lastly, it could be valuable to investigate the temporal
aspect of aerial metasurface insertion. This involves exam-
ining situations where Alice and Bob deliberately seek out
non-weather-signature SNR transitions to detect the attack.
Yet, Eve can also control MetaFly to adjust patterns to
better emulate different weather/misalignment effects. This
presents a promising avenue for future research on counter-
measures.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time the secu-
rity vulnerabilities of wireless backhaul links to aerial meta-
surface attacks. We perform a theoretical and experimental
investigation of the attack and show how Eve designs and
deploys MetaFly to stealthily manipulate the EM wavefront
of the backhaul signals.We study the strategy of the attacker
and show her (meta)atom-by-atom design approach as well
as the EM wavefront-tailored flight refinement principle.
We fabricate the low-cost, lightweight, transmissive, and
power-free aerial metasurface and implement the attack. We
experimentally demonstrate the attack in an indoor atrium
and outdoor rooftops and show that Eve can obtain nearly
zero BER while having a minimal impact on legitimate
communication.
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